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Updates
Item Number Item Name Description Primary 

Impacted 
Audience

308643 SSO Enhancements - Notification to End User 
for Automated Logout Due to Inactivity

LTSSMaryland system is a system containing private information for individuals and Providers. Therefore, according to MDH technology security standards, 
to protect private information the system can remain inactive for a maximum of 30 minutes.  This means that if you stop using the system or move to other 
browser tabs for 30 minutes, LTSSMaryland will log you out of the system.  

In order to help users better manage to this automatic logout, the system was updated to display a logout message.  The message will display within 5 
minutes before you are logged out. If you click on the message to "Stay Signed in" you will be back to active and the 30 minute clock will restart when you 
become inactive again. If you do not respond, the system will sign you out when the time counts down from 5 minutes to 0.

ALL
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308176 Turn on Provider EVV go-live dates Based on DDA's Regional approach to the roll-out of EVV, the system has been updated to allow providers to start billing against the 
authorization on the PCP starting on the expected go-live date.  All clock-in/clock-out via ISAS system will register and display in the Provider 
Portal, and will process overnight as a claim.  Additionally, manual entries for missed clock-in/clock-outs can be entered in the system.  Note: 
The system will NOT allow any billing entries prior to each Provider's go-live date. Example, if your go-live date is 11/1, any entry submitted (via 
the ISAS clock-in/clock out system or manually) will not be allowed to go through until 11/1.  

It is important for all Personal Supports provider agency Billing staff to register and attend a training session to review the billing process in 
detail. This includes Agency staff like a Finance Director, Billing Manage, Fiscal Revenue Manager, etc.  Program directors and Program staff 
who will NOT function in a billing capacity for a provider agency do NOT need to attend the training sessions. Training sessions can be found 
on the DDA training calendar here.

There are tooltips    across various parts of LTSS Maryland including on the billing entry screen and in the PCP service authorization.  Clicking 
on this tooltip next to a Personal Supports service will inform you of when billing can begin for this individuals PS service, depending on the 
provider go-live date.

The Tooltip          text for a provider going live on 11/1/2020: 

The system also helps Providers identify when/what services you can bill for.  If a provider is viewing services on an APPROVED PCP, months 
and service combinations that Provider agencies can bill for in LTSS are in a dark GRAY.  Months and service combinations that Provider 
agencies can not yet bill for via LTSS are in RED. Example: 

         Note: Looking at the above participant, they receive Personal Supports service from a ESRO provider who is going live on 10/1.  As you 
can see, the PS service turns gray starting in October and every month after. Other services that are on the PCP remain red, regardless of the 
provider, because those services are NOT billable in LTSS and will continue to be billed in PCIS.

Provider Agencies
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Here is another example below. This example is for a participant whose Personal Supports Provider does not go-live until 11/1.   

Agency Admin Provider user roles can also review the agency profile for their Base MA# to see the Personal Supports information. Provider Base MA# is the 
MA# for your agency that ends in 00. Looking at the location profile you can see that the PS service has a billing Phase-in date that corresponds with your 
agency's go-live date ((10/1/2020, 11/1/2020 OR 12/1/2020). All other dates for all other services have a billing go-live far into the future of 12/31/9999.  

The above information can be found in the Provider tab of the provider portal for the Admin Provider user role.

199776 Modify Disenrollment and Global Deactivation 
Logic for "LTC" and "NV" disenrollment code

Updates were made to the system to ensure the appropriate course of action is tracked when someone is disenrolled by EDD for one of the two reasons:
1. LTC- The person enters a Long Term Care facility 
2. NV- The person did not return verification required by EDD in a timely manner.

If the LTC code is used to disenroll the individual, the usual global deactivation process will be initiated. The process will take 120 calendar days to complete. 
Please reference previously shared materials, including initial system manuals, for detailed information around global deactivation.
If the NV code is used, there are two courses of action depending on what program the individual is enrolled in:

- If the individual is enrolled in Community Pathways (CP), this NV code will roll the individual over into State Funded Program
- If the individual is in Community Supports (CS) or Family Supports (FS), this NV code will initiate the global deactivation process. 

EDD, CCS Agencies, 
DDA HQ & RO

Defects Item Name Description Primary 
Impacted 
Audience

307576 SSO Timeout Setting: User forced to re-
delegate prior to navigation complete

Issue: The recently updated timeout settings for users in LTSSMaryland was timing out too early and forcing users to  re-delegate before completing their 
next action.

Fix: This has been fixed to function appropriately. As mentioned above in this documents, users who are inactive will receive a notice 5 minutes before 
system timeout. Users can continue using the system by acknowledging the notice or by continuing navigation or saving a system page. 

ALL

306449 Global Deactivation: System cancel of 
Automatic - Global Deactivation did not occur

Issue: A couple of individuals who were in the process of being correctly globally deactivated had an update to their enrollment that should have stopped the 
deactivation process. However the deactivation process did not stop.  

Fix: This error was fixed to 1) stop the global deactivation from completing for the individuals impacted and 2) ensure that any future instances of updated 
enrollment does indeed cancel the global deactivation from occurring, where applicable.

DDA RO

295678 Client Mgmt: Overlapping 'Current Address' 
Transition Date spans [CCS Activities error]

Issue:  The system is allowing overlapping Current Address Transition Date spans, effectively causing client to have two Current Addresses. This is causing 
an error when CCS agency staff attempt to enter and save a billing activity dated after 6/30/2020. Participants can not have more than one current address.

Fix: The system was fixed to ensure that current address transition date spans do not overlap.  The transition date is the date the individual moves into the 
residence, and the end-date would be the date the participant moves out (if known). CCS activities entered will always track to only one specific address in 
the system.  CCS Agencies may reference the guidance that was distributed about Client address and appropriate tracking within LTSS.

CCS Agencies

299352 Feedback Tool: Unable to create User 
Feedback from w/i PCP

Issue: Users may have had issues creating a feedback report of an issue while reviewing/updating a PCP.

Fix: The system error was corrected to ensure that users are able to create a feedback report within a PCP and have the appropriate details around the 
feedback item be shared with the LTSS Helpdesk.

CCS Agencies & 
DDA HQ &RO
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300081 My Lists: Assigned clients not displayed w/i 
CCS Monitoring & Follow Up MyList [user role 
hierarchy]

Issue: The system was limiting results in the My List for CCS Agency users who had dual roles in the system. Those who had Agency Admin and CCS 
coordinator or Supervisor roles.  One user role is trumping the other and affecting the display of participants in the my list.

Fix: The business rules for the My Lists were updated to ensure that one user role is not trumping the other.  Users with dual roles should be able to see 
MyList details for the participants assigned to them.

CCS Agencies




